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English 
Key text: Look Up! 
A funny, uplifting story celebrating the wonder of every moment. The 
children will be undertaking lots of learning with the book. 
 
The Reading Hour: During the Reading Hour we will be reading a 
different text each fortnight and exploring different aspects of each. 
 
EGPVS:  
Present and past tense, apostrophes 
 
 

Maths 
Focus Area:  
Fractions and Time 
 
Arithmetic Focus:  
Revisit and consolidate Number work and apply to questions securely. 
 
Times Table Focus:  
2s, 5s and 10s 

History and Geography 
 

Enquiry Question: How do we know so much about what 
happened in the Great Fire of London?  
We will be continuing to learn about Great Fire of London in 
1666 and its impact on the city and its people. 
 
Enquiry Question: How can we persuade people to join us 
in tackling the causes of global warming? 
We will be continuing to learn about global warming, and 
we will use this to produce some writing. 
 
 

Science 
 

Focus Area: Use of Everyday Materials 
The children will continue to learn about shapes of solid 
objects made from some materials can be changed by 
squashing, bending, twisting, and stretching. They will also 
be looking at the contribution that Charles Macintosh has 
made to science and looking at what a Materials Scientist 
does. 
 
 

RE 
Enquiry Question:  
How important is it to Christians that Jesus came back to 
life after His crucifixion. 

PE 
Focus: Gymnastics and Games – Striking and Fielding 
The children will be exploring ways of striking objects and 
attempting to improve coordination of striking a ball with a 
bat. In gymnastics they will be demonstrating different 
types of jumping, travelling actions and developing a 
sequence. 

 
 PSHCE 

Rights and Responsibilities 
The children will be learning 
about getting on with each 
other and how to try to deal 
with different emotions. 

Art, Craft & DT 
 

Focus: Making a moving monster 
The children will explore levers, 
linkages and pivots through 
existing products and 
experimentation. 

Computing 
 

Focus: E-book Creation. 
The children will be using technology 
purposefully to create, organise, 
store, manipulate and retrieve 
digital content. 

Music 
Focus: Active Listening 
Begin using musical elements. 
The children will talk about how 
the music makes them feel and 
start to talk about the style of a 
piece of music. 

 


